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From cover to cover, this is the 2008 issue of Western Michigan University's undergraduate literary journal, The Laureate. These pages hold a small selection of the writing WMU students have to offer. My hope is that the works these pages contain will attract your attention as they did mine. Without apology, I hope this journal changes you.

Without submitters, there would be no publication. Thank you, each one of you, for submitting. Each member of the editorial board was deliberately chosen. Working together with them, each piece was also deliberately chosen. I would like to thank each individual member of the board for all the work put in. I would also very much like to thank the Lee Honors College for its generous financial contribution making this entire product feasible. None of this would be possible were it not for the people who continually encouraged—moved me. Again, I thank you if you were along for any part of this ride.

This particular issue of The Laureate has been a long time coming. Through many series of events, we have a final product. Through this final product, my hope is that we reach a variety of readers. Please, pass this on. Share the art in this publication. These works are not meant to be kept secret.

Theresa Thomas
Editor-in-Chief